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“Success is not final, failure is not
fatal: It is the courage to continue
that counts.” Said by whom?
A. Winston Churchill
B. Abraham Lincoln
C. Albert Einstein
D. Mahatma Gandhi

Show Answer…
Correct Answer: A. Winston Churchill

“Success is not final, failure is not fatal: It
is the courage to continue that counts.” by

Winston Churchill

Note: This quote is attributed to Winston Churchill. “Success is not final, failure
is not fatal: It is the courage to continue that counts.” Said by Winston Churchill.

The quote “Success is not final, failure is not fatal: It is the courage to continue
that counts” is often attributed to Sir Winston Churchill, a British politician and
statesman who served as the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom during World
War II.

The quote suggests that success and failure are not the ultimate determinants of
a person’s worth or potential. Instead, it is the ability to keep going, to continue
working towards one’s goals despite setbacks, that truly matters. This idea is
often referred to as “grit” or perseverance.

One practical example of this could be an entrepreneur who has a string of failed
business ventures but continues to learn from each failure and eventually starts a
successful company. Another example could be an athlete who suffers a
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devastating loss or injury, but uses that experience to train harder and come back
stronger. In both cases, the individual’s ability to keep going, to continue striving
for success despite failure, is what ultimately leads to their success.

Another example could be a student who is not doing well in a particular subject
but instead of giving up, they seek help and work hard to overcome their
difficulties and end up acing the subject. This quote serves as a reminder that
failure is not the end, and that it is important to have the courage to keep going
and to not give up in the face of adversity.

In short, the quote “Success is not final, failure is not fatal: It is the courage to
continue that counts” highlights the importance of perseverance and
determination in the face of failure. It reminds us that success is not a one-time
event, but rather a journey that requires ongoing effort and resilience. The quote
is often attributed to Winston Churchill, who used it to inspire and encourage
others during difficult times. Practical examples of this quote can be seen in the
stories of successful people like Thomas Edison, who famously failed thousands of
times before inventing the light bulb, and J.K. Rowling, who faced rejection from
multiple publishers before the Harry Potter series became a global phenomenon.
These examples demonstrate that the key to success is not avoiding failure, but
rather having the courage to keep going in the face of it.
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Here, you can find English Mcqs for Preparation FPSC, NTS, KPPSC, PPSC,
SPSC, BPSC, OTS, UTS, PTS, CTS, ATS, ETEA and some other tests. You will
have English grammar lessons and MCQs quizzes in all categories. MCQ in Quiz
FPSC, KPPSC, PPSC and SPSC are given in this section MCQ of English
language.   Additionally, NTS GAT and CSS vocabulary words are often asked in
every competitive exam update on our website with the due passage of time. As in
every test these days there is a specific portion of English MCQs. For English
Grammar MCQs by CSSMCQs, visit the below MCQs
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Therefore, English MCQs play a very vital role in the preparation of CSS, PMS
and all other job exams.   Furthermore, You can also Submit English MCQs. If
you are willing to take Online English Quiz, Click HERE now.
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